
Protail Eel: A shore caster's
favorite for bouncing bottom
for finicky stripers feeding
on eels and sand eels.PROTAIL EEL

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

This situation usually occurs just after or just before large
feeds that have been in the area or at slack tide when the
bait has scattered. Often this situation occurs early in the
morning or on low light days.

HOGY STRIPER CASTING PLAYBOOK

BOAT BLIND CASTING APPROACH
Long Drifts. Study wind and tide to determine the drifts trajectory. This
may be in an area with lots of birds hovering, baitfish marks on the
finder, or slicks associated with bait. Blind casting in open water is a
numbers game. The more casts you make = the more commotion in
your area = more fish in your area. 

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action.

Typically blitzes occur during the peak portions of the
tides; at times when there are large amounts of baitfish
concentrated in the area.

You want to get in front of the school but also give them a wide birth so
they don’t sense your approach. Typically, your best option is to cast in
front of the school or the edges, allowing the fish to find your lure. If
possible, approach from the windward side which will allow you the
greatest distance from the school while still maintaining reachability. 

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

BLIND CASTING

BLIND CASTING & BLITZS  REEFS & RIPS BACK BAY
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Avoid running over the area that you want to fish in order to
position your drift.

Tip: If there is more than one angler casting. Each angler should
be using a different lure to more quickly “crack the code”
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3 BEST BETS
BLIND CASTING

CHARTER GRADE POPPER

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

SURFACE BLITZ

3 BEST BETS
SURFACE BLITZ

SURFACE BLITZ APPROACH
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CHARTER GRADE POPPER

Slider: Slow and steady
retrieve. Great for imitating
herring and pogies.

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

GEAR GUIDE

One common mistake is to run boat right up on the school; even though
the fish are feeding heavily, getting too close too aggressively can put the
fish down.

Having a number of rods set up with different lures is helpful as you can
switch quickly and efficiently from one option to another to find out what
they are “dialed in”.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO



Protail Eel: A shore caster's
favorite for bouncing bottom
for finicky stripers feeding
on eels and sand eels.PROTAIL EEL

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

CHARTER GRADE POPPER

Slider: Slow and steady
retrieve. Great for imitating
herring and pogies.

Stripers use the structure as it supports a whole food
chain, providing the opportunity to ambush unsuspecting
baitfish swept by the current. 85% of the fish you catch in
or around the structure will be during the peak portions of
the tides but the other 15% caught at slack tide might be
your biggest! 

HOGY STRIPER CASTING PLAYBOOK

BOULDER FIELDS & REEFS CASTING APPROACH
ONSHORE winds also tend to produce more waves or the kind
of “white water” that bass, especially larger ones, prefer. If
the tide is moving over the structure, the smaller fish will be
upfront and on top and often the larger fish will be a little
deeper and farther back into the structure. 

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action.

In a rip line caused by a sand bar, schools of baitfish are
getting swept by the tide over the sand bar or reef and
made vulnerable by the commotion of the rip. Stripers who
like to make eating as easy as possible, will lie right on or
behind that rip line in ambush, picking off unsuspecting
prey.

BOULDERS & REEFS

BLIND CASTING & BLITZS  REEFS & RIPS BACK BAY
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3 BEST BETS
BOULDERS & REEFS

CHARTER GRADE POPPER

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

CASTING A RIP

3 BEST BETS
CASTING A RIP

CASTING A RIP APPROACH
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GEAR GUIDE

Stem the tide with your boat just in gear with enough thrust so as to just
hold your position. 
Pick a good spot in the rip where a u-shaped gully with points on either
side of it have formed
Cast uptide and somewhere between parallel and 30-degrees toward the
rip line. Once the lure hits the water, your focus is to get control of the line
with minimal slack between you and your lure. 
Now let current move the bait toward the stripers that are waiting in
ambush. While the bait is drifting down tide impart action in the lure and
your reeling is more for eliminating slack than to propel the lure forward.
If you time it perfectly, the lure will start swinging into the rip and directly
behind your boat just at or behind the rip line.

Be tactical, notice EVERYTHING. For example, a bunch of birds
sitting on rocks “watching” suggests that “something”
recently happened (which means it might happen again) or
the birds think something is about to happen based on their
past experience. 
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FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

WATCH VIDEO

WATCH VIDEO



 Lures in back bays tend to be very small and light. If the
depth is less than 10-feet, small softbait paddles are ideal.
If the water is a bit deeper, poppers are very effective in
estuaries as their noise will travel larger distances than in
open water.

Outgoing Tide: You want to be on the open water side when
the tide is flushing out the baitfish that were up inside during
high tide, serving as a buffet for bass waiting in ambush. Fan
casting either side of the opening will do the trick. If the
current swings to one side over the other, you want to be on
that side. 

Incoming Tide: Typically one area inside the bay will fish
better than the other, especially if there is a turn or bend in
the channel. Learning to jig or bounce a lure at or near the
bottom as the tide rises will help increase your catch rate as
the tide rises since fish will often drop deeper in the water
column as the tide rises.  

HOGY STRIPER CASTING PLAYBOOK

BACK BAYS APPROACH

Popper: Best used in calm
water, slack tide and
scattered fish. Pop the lure
with a series of pauses to
drive them crazy!

Slider: Good for fishing the
swing, windy conditions and
covering ground throughout
peak periods of tide. Hold the
rod at 45 degrees to let the
slider's slow wobble do the
work. Vary retrieve speed,
accelerate on missed strikes.

Weighted Softbaits: Great
imitator of small baits such
as peanut bunker and
juvenile herring. Simply cast
and reel for action.

BACK BAY

BLIND CASTING & BLITZS  REEFS & RIPS BACK BAY
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3 BEST BETS
BOULDERS & REEFS

CHARTER GRADE POPPER

CHARTER GRADE SLIDER

PROTAIL PADDLE SWIMBAIT

GEAR GUIDE

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

WATCH VIDEO

Many pros carry fewer different types of lures but higher
quantiles of each. Why? They bring the lures that work for their
particular methodology and use a systematic approach to the
various situations they may encounter. (+backups)

FISH SMART. FISH SIMPLE. FISH HOGY.

The Hogy 1+2 Striper Casting Mindset
Lean Tackle Box: Carry just a handful of purposeful and effective
lures that you know like the back of your hand that you can easily
adapt in continuously changing conditions. Focus on the situation,
not your lures. 

System Mindset: Each structure/situation covered in this
document has its own dynamic. Take the time to understand it.
Playing the tide/current, weather, bait and your surroundings all
matter at least as much as your lures. Maybe more! (p.s. you
didn’t hear this from us! :)

Match the hatch when possible. Think size and
color. 
Calm Conditions = Topwater 
Windy Conditions = sub-Surface.
Bright Conditions = Bright Lures 
Dark Conditions = Dark lures
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Stripers tend to hang “down tide” of structure in ambush of prey.
Stripers will often start feeding “up-tide” and move “down” in the direction of the tide
over time. Especially in open water.
If fish aren’t here today but were yesterday. Follow the wind and/or tide. If birds are
hanging around, wait.
Flouro Leaders are ideal. Avoid snaps and tie direct if possible.
If they are not biting but clearly visible: try going way up in lure size and/or way down.

Some Rules of Thumb

CAPT. MIKE HOGAN
OWNER - HOGY LURES



Fish at any rod tip angle. A 45-degree angle rod rip “up” will
eliminate bottom snags.
Retrieve this lure SLOWLY!
But play with your action. Twitch it. Jig it. Strait stick it. 
Bounce in the sand to simulate a hiding or digging sand eel.

The action is “built-in.” The Hogy Slider features a wider, more
erratic swimming movement as opposed to the frantic, vibrating
action of a lipped bill plug.
Rod tip at a 45-degree angle. Cast and reel. 
This lure has neutral buoyancy, meaning it has a horizontal
descent when sinking. This is a very natural presentation, so a
series of pauses are recommended on the retrieve.
Excellent herring and bunker match.

With its cup-faced nose, it creates a ton of commotion with each
twitch of the rod. Regardless of how you fish a popper, most
anglers love watching a big striper come up and smash the lure.
Unfortunately, poppers less effective in rough water as their
noise-making ability is lost in the surf.
Rod tip at a 45-degree angle. “Pop, Pop, pause; Pop, Pop, Pause” 

7’ Spinning Rod Medium: This outfit is suitable for spring schoolie
fishing when you are likely to be using small soft plastics, jigs, and plugs
near the shoreline. This rod is a good candidate for a fast action where
you can be casting light lures off the tip and ensure a good hook set at
long range or need quick access to backbone when setting the hook on a
fish that takes a topwater plug. Other uses for this rod would include
freshwater fishing, light bottom fishing, and Albie and bonito fishing!
Length: 7’
Action: Fast
Power: Medium
Reel Size: 4000 to 5000 Class
Lure Sizes: 3/8oz to 1oz
Typical Line: 30lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 15lb Fluorocarbon Leader

7’ Spinning Rod Medium Heavy:  This rod will be your workhorse for
when the keeper size stripers show up and you start using larger lures to
mimic the larger baits they are feeding on. This rod is great for casting
larger soft plastics, jigs and plugs. I like a moderate rod action for a rod in
this class as it will give me the flexibility to lob bigger lures and will
handle vertical jigging with ease and comfort.
Action: Moderate
Power: Medium-Heavy
Reel Size: 5000 to 6000 Class
Lure Sizes: 3/4oz to 2oz
Typical Line: 40lb Braid
Leader: 36” of 30lb Fluorocarbon Leader

7.5-8’ Spinning Rod: Heavy I like to have a heavy setup in the mix for big
plugs, heavy jigs, and weighted soft plastics. This rod can cast heavy lures
up to 4ounces. This rod will also do double duty on tarpon and small tuna
up to 85-pounds. 
Action: Moderate
Power: Medium-Heavy
Reel Size: 6000 to 8000 Class
Lure Sizes 2oz to 4oz
Typical Line: 40lb Braid
Leader: 48” of 40lb Fluorocarbon Leader

Highly versatile general baitfish-shaped profile. 
Built-in action with paddle tail. Just cast and reel. Keep rod tip at a
45degree angle, lower it as the lure gets closer. 
Fished just below the surface by keeping your rod tip up and
maintaining a faster, steadier retrieve.
Depth is determined by weight, sink time and retrieve.
Play with retrieve speeds. Often, intermittent surges will draw
reaction strikes.

The clear coat associated with the resin used for The Hogy Epoxy
Jig® Lure mimics the gel-like appearance of many baitfish
including sand eels, silversides, bay anchovies, and peanut bunker. 
Long casts and slower sink rate than a metal jig.
The length/weight ratio of the Hogy Epoxy Jig is carefully balanced
such that there is no wrong way to fish it. You can make an Epoxy
Jig come to life by varying retrieve speed and rod movements and
positioning. For example, the higher the tip and faster the retrieve,
the more the lure will skip on the surface.

 

I carry three different outfits that allow me to cast the entire spectrum of
striper lures. I may use each of the three on the same trip as I might be
trying to imitate different baitfish in different situations I might
encounter during a single trip. 

I have had these same three outfits for years and have a strong
understanding of how and when to use them. You’ll notice I switch
between fast and moderate action to accommodate for how I am fishing
the lures I would use with that rod.

THE HOGY SHORE FISHING PLAYBOOK

MUST HAVE LURES
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CAPT. MIKE'S 3 CASTING OUTFITS

PROTAIL PADDLE

Hogy Protail Paddles:
"Multi-Purpose Bait Fish"

PROTAIL EEL

Hogy Protail Eels: 
"Eels and Sand Eels"

HOGY SLIDER

The Hogy Slider: 
"The Swimmer"

HOGY POPPER

The Hogy Popper: 
"The Noise Maker"

HOGY EPOXY JIG

The Hogy Epoxy Jig®: 
"The Multi-Purpose 

Long Ranger"
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CASTING ROD TIPS

BLIND CASTING & BLITZS  REEFS & RIPS BACK BAY GEAR GUIDE

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.



For nearly 15 years, the Hogy
Original Series has been a
mainstay in the large softbait
spectrum. With a wide variety
of rigging options available,
the Original Series can be
rigged as a topwater or
subsurface presentation. For
slow and low methodical
presentations, an unweighted
swimbait hook will allow an
angler to wiggle and dart the
eel just below the surface,
drawing savage strikes from
the most finicky of stripers.

The Hogy Protail Paddle series
offers a variety of lure sizes,
weights and colors to easily
match the hatch. Choose an
appropriate size swimbait and
begin fan casting areas where
stripers are holding. The
Protail Paddle offers a heavy
thumping action at medium to
medium fast retrieves, perfect
for calling fish in from a
distance. Impart short pauses
to allow the bait to drop and
stop.

The Hogy Protail Eel offers
versatility for working the
entire water column, perfect
for suspended fish feeding on
bait schools. The narrow
profile of the Protail Eel
closely imitates stripers
favorite forage; Sand Eels.
Position yourself so your
casting up or across the tide
and allow your bait to sink to
the desired depth. Begin a
twitch-twitch-pause retrieve,
allowing the bait to sink and
flutter. Pay close attention on
the drop as most bites occur
on slack line.

The Hogy Epoxy Jig® shines
when gamefish become keyed
in on micro-forage. Available
in a variety of sizes and
imitative colors, it’s easy to
match the hatch and dial in a
picky striper bite. We
recommend down sizing
tackle and utilizing light
leaders for best results. The
Epoxy Jig can be fished across
the water column, but excels
when jigged or retrieved near
the surface. Vary retrieves
from slow and steady to fast
and skippy to dial in a finicky
bite.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Slow surface presentations for
stripers feeding near the
surface.

SURFACE TWITCH
ORIGINAL SERIES EELS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

HEAVY THUMPING
PROTAIL PADDLES

ERRATIC DARTER
PROTAIL EELS

ALL PURPOSE
HOGY EPOXY JIGS®

When working expansive areas
blind casting structure, large
presentations can be used to
draw in strikes from a
distance.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers keyed in on baitfish
loosely scattered over larger
areas.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When Stripers are spread out
over large areas, find a quick
and effective method for
covering water quickly is
crucial for success.

THE SOLUTION

Suspended stripers feeding in
the upper water column.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
How to target fish you’re
marking in the upper water
column, with limited surface &
bird activity.

THE SOLUTION

Finicky Stripers keyed in on
juvenile forage.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Imitating micro-forage while
maintaining casting distance
and trophy grade rigging. 

THE SOLUTION

Hogy Original 7"-10"

Ultra-Flex Softbait.

Protail Paddle

Heavy Thumping Action.

Protail Eel

Erratic Darting Action.

Hogy Epoxy Jig®

Ultra-Imitative Jig. 



Charter Slider

Subsurface Swimmer.

Charter Squid Plug

Skipping Squid Action.

Charter Dog Walker

Classic Walk The Dog Action.

Charter Popper

Surface Popping Action.

The Charter Grade Slider is an
ideal option for casting to
Stripers feeding on large baits
near the surface. The Charter
Grade Sliders classic  side-to-
side kick imitates a wounded
baitfish on a steady retrieve is
irresistible to big Stripers. Due
to the Charter Grade Sliders
large size, we recommend
casting on heavier outfits. Pro
Tip: Keep your rod tip low
during the retrieve for
consistent swimming action
right to the boat.

Find pockets of fish staging in
rips. Position yourself up-tide
from the rip and use a holding
pattern by keeping the boat in
gear. Cast the Charter Grade
Squid Plug diagonal towards
the rips and allow the Squid
Plug to swing into the face of
the rip. Focus on the first   two
to three waves in the rip while
using a medium speed twitch
retrieve to skip and dart the
Squid Plug near the surface.

The Charter Grade Dog Walker
offers excellent castablity with
classic topwater walk-the-dog
action perfect for targeting big
stripers feeding on the surface.
Utilize a traditional side-to-
side rod tip twitch with short
pauses to easily work the bait
in a seductive motion across
the surface. We recommend
tying direct with a jam or cinch
knot for best results.

Few lures are as fun to fish as
a topwater popper. Our
Charter Grade Popper offers
excellent casting distance
and easy-to-pop action on a
variety of tackle outfits. The
smaller 4-inch popper is
ideal for imitating smaller
forage, while the 5.5-inch
model is great when larger
baitfish are around. Work the
popper with a series of short
upward rod tip pops for
classic popping action. When
fish are finicky, quickly work
the popper across the
surface.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.TROUBLE SHOOTING STRIPERS

Openwater Stripers feeding on
large mackerel and herring
near the surface.

CHARTER GRADE
SUBSURFACE SLIDERS

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE

CHARTER GRADE
SQUID PLUGS

CHARTER GRADE
DOG WALKERS

CHARTER GRADE
POPPERS

When Stripers are keyed in on
oversized forage, they often
ignore smaller offerings.
Presenting large profile baits
in the feeding zone offers the
best chance for success.

THE SOLUTION

Stripers feeding on small squid
in rips.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
When Stripers on keyed in on
squid, usually early in the
season, they can be very
finicky and require matching
the hatch.

THE SOLUTION

Aggressive topwater feeding
Stripers on big baits.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Big topwater feeds of oversized
Stripers is often exciting and
short lived. Matching the
profile of available forage and
long casting distance can be
needed. 

THE SOLUTION

Mixed class Stripers feeding
over shallows & open water.

THE BITE

THE CHALLANGE
Low light conditions often
offer excellent opportunities
for topwater presentations.  

THE SOLUTION


